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Abstract: The most critical decisions usually involve several decision makers with different roles
and opportunities to commit key resources. Several group decision-making (GDM) approaches can
support the identification of a joint or compromise decision in less conflicting settings, where there is
a group of subjects (e.g’, partners) who pursue a common overall objective. However, considering
the uncertainty in future events and complexity of modern-day systems, decision processes do not
always produce beneficial results or give the participants a positive perception of their role in the
process. Group decision-making should then take into consideration some aspects that might insure
future resilience and sustainability, particularly the achievement of the objectives in view of future
risks and the transparency and participation that are needed to limit problems in the implementation
phase of the decision. The literature survey presented in this study identified a research gap regarding
GDM. Differently from traditional GDM, which was first discussed in the early 1980s and whose body
of knowledge is pretty defined, resilient and sustainable GDM (R&S GDM) is fairly new. The main
objective of this study is then identifying the main attributes for supporting sustainable and resilient
group decisions. To this aim, a preliminary focused systematic review was conducted to study the
existing group decision-making methods in the literature and how the concepts of sustainability and
resilience have been employed. After defining the search keywords and exclusion criteria for the
individuation of the articles, the first screening process was carried out and the most relevant articles
were selected. The last steps of the systematic review were the classification of the articles and the
full paper examination to extract the main factors of R&S GDM. Seven attributes were listed as the
key factors of R&S GDM. In light of those factors, a group decision process concerning an injection
moulding line in Tajikistan was investigated. The case study highlighted that over self-confidence,
information flow and transparency were the main reasons for faulty decisions, thus suggesting that
information system and information fluidity play an important role in R&S GDM. Finally, the most
important managerial implications of R&S GDM are reported.

Keywords: group decision-making; group decision performance; group decision important factors;
group decision attribute; resilient decision-making; sustainable decision-making; information flow;
decision failure; resilient and sustainable group decision-making (R&S GDM)

1. Introduction

Different multi-criteria decision-making methods are available to support complex decisions,
which usually employ the decision maker’s (DM) preferences to weight the criteria and prioritize the
alternative courses of action (solutions). These methods are mostly designed to rank solutions and
select the best one for a single DM. However, in the case of several decision makers or stakeholders with
decision power, the situation can be different. Making joint decisions is, for instance, an important part
of any business run by a group of partners. In such cases, even in the presence of an overall common
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goal, finding the best choice that is compatible with all requirements and concurrently relevant to all
DMs’ preferences is a challenge. For instance, it can be required that some subjects represent other key
partners’ goals, even if they do not actually participate in the decision process. Further, the uncertainty
of future events and the complexity of the system in which the decisions are made must be taken
into consideration. It is therefore important to identify analysis and evaluation methods that can
provide “resilient decisions”, which are able to ensure dynamic equilibrium of the system by correcting,
minimizing or avoiding the effects of unforeseen events. As highlighted in the following sections,
“resilient” and “sustainable” are here interpreted as attributes of the decision-making process and
results, while, in many other studies, they are used as criteria in the evaluation model. Then, after
identifying the main factors, the second step was to appraise the outcome list to evaluate the role of
each factor in a real case group decision.

The core of this study was a systematic review of the literature in order to individuate a set of
the main factors that influence the resilience and sustainability of decision-making. The identified
factors were then analyzed with specific reference to a real case of group decision. Consequently, the
research objectives were refined across two stages. In the first stage we developed a systematic review
to answer broad research questions (RQs) and the second stage is the case study concerning group
decisions in a production line in Tajikistan, in which the actual influence of the identified factors on
decisions is investigated.

To sum up, this article aims to achieve two types of objectives. The general objectives are finding
research subjects, themes and gaps in the published research on group decision-making (GDM) where
resilience and sustainability are considered. To this aim, 38 papers were identified by means of a four
step focused systematic review and subjected to a detailed analysis to extract the important factors of
resilient and sustainable group decision-making (R&S GDM) (Supplementary Materials). The factors
will need further investigation in the future to confirm their role; therefore, in this respect, the present
study can be considered as a first step of a deeper and wider research. The particular objective is to
investigate the identified factors connected with resilient and sustainable GDM in an industrial case.
Accordingly, two groups of research questions are considered: G1RQ and G2RQ, general and specific,
in turn:

G1RQ
G1RQ1: Are there any factors that make a group decision more resilient and sustainable?
G1RQ2: Do published studies consider resilience and sustainability just as criteria to be used in

the evaluation models, or they also interpret them as attributes of the decision process and results,
giving thus a meaning to the concept of resilient and sustainable group decision-making (R&S GDM)?

G2RQ
G2RQ1: To what extent did the investigated company consider the identified factors in the

group decisions?
G2RQ2: What was the impact of either considering or ignoring each factor in the decisions of

the company?
In the next section a general methodology of the article and the detailed methodology of the

systematic review and case study are explained. Then in Section 3 the results of the literature review
and in Section 4 the results of the case study are reported. Section 5 provides a discussion on the
findings. Section 6 highlights the managerial implications of this study and Section 7 wraps up the
results and sets out the conclusions.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. General Methodology

This paper presents a literature review on resilience and sustainability in the context of group
decision-making (GDM) and includes two stages. In the first stage, we are going to survey the literature
on GDM. The second stage of the study investigates the failure of group decision-making in a real
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company. In the first stage, the main goal is to explore in a systematic way the GDM methods that
take into consideration the concepts of resilience and sustainability; we consider two different search
strings including risks and important metrics. The string “metric” is chosen because it is important to
find how the main factors that influence the effectiveness of group decisions have been structured and
used. “Risk” is chosen because it is a key aspect that is discussed in resilient engineering and is often
associated with group decision-making. Therefore, the survey will synthesize two different focuses
including resilience and sustainability and discuss the practical group decision-making factor aim to
have a resilient and sustainable decision.

In the second stage the main goal is to investigate the reasons behind failure through the concepts
obtained in the previous stage and understand them. This discussion on the failures of the case
study could lead us to the evaluation of the impact of the identified factors, related to resilience and
sustainability in a real group decision.

2.2. Methodology—Literature Review

The first stage of the current investigation is the literature review that includes two phases. The
first phase is a general study of the published research on GDM which shows connections with the
concepts of sustainability and resilience, which we used for the focused literature study as inclusion
criteria in the abstract examination phase and for the definition of the concept of “resilient decision”.
The results of the first phase are reported in Sections 3.1 and 3.2. The second phase is a systematic
review focused on risks and metrics of GDM in the context of resilience and sustainability, performed
by means of a novel approach. Figure 1 shows the focused systematic review process. This process is
an original way to conduct a systematic review followed by the investigation of a case study to find
confirmation of the key points highlighted in the literature. As Figure 1 illustrates, this process has
four steps: Definitions, data collection, paper examination and analysis and discussion of the results.

The main theme of GDM in this paper is resilient and sustainable decision-making. Figure 2
illustrates the scope and limitations of the survey regarding the keywords. In Figure 2 the process of
narrowing the scope is shown by the quantity of published documents in each of the subject areas.
In the first step of the focused systematic review, Scopus was selected to review the state of art and
existing knowledge. Two software were selected to work on the dataset: Mendeley and Microsoft
Excel. Mendeley is a free reference manager provided by a company based in London, UK. Mendeley
was selected because of its interconnection with Scopus; it is possible to import the results of advanced
search in Scopus directly to the reference manager (see Annex A). Microsoft Excel was used as a
spreadsheet to work with keywords, summarize the abstracts, cluster the articles regarding different
criteria to find patterns and trends and as a feature calculation and graphing tool. The dataset produced
by Mendeley was exported in CSV format to be used in Microsoft Excel. It was then possible to analyze
the selected articles as they were retrieved and stored by Mendeley.

The second step of the systematic review is data collection (Figure 1). The strategy is to combine
keywords to narrow the scope of the search. Therefore, the first step is to identify the keywords. This
step is the most crucial part of the survey because the review is limited by the narrowed scope and the
results depend on the focused selected papers (Figure 2).

Keyword selection has been done in the second step. First the important keywords are listed. The
list includes a representative index of the main objectives. These keywords are group decision, method,
resilience, sustainability, risk and metrics. The second step is implementing trial searches in Scopus
while only limiting the search scope by keywords, sorting the results list according to relevance and
checking the keywords in the first 100 papers to find the similar keywords that are used in scientific
papers for the same context. The search query for Scopus advance search is as follows:

TITLE-ABS-KEY ("group decision" AND "method") AND (KEY (“Keyword*”))
* the keyword seat in this position
The snowball strategy was used to collect other similar keywords from the published literature.

Table 1 shows the results of snowball keyword selection.
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Figure 1. Systematic literature review process.

The advanced search query is used in Scopus search page; Scopus Search API supports a Boolean
syntax, Boolean operators are implemented to combine the keywords. Scholarly sources in Scopus
cover many document types such as reports, editorials, books, journal articles, conference papers and
theses, but in this paper the query considers indexed journal articles especially because of the double
blind review of the before publication and it a decision of the authors. Exclusion criteria of the search
results include mathematics, art, physics and chemistry and the results are limited to English papers.
Table 2 shows the two focused query strings. The results of the search are exported in Mendeley
to undergo a duplication check. Thirty-one duplications were found in the results and eliminated
from the list. Then the final list was exported in Excel to identify and classify the metrics and risks of
R&S GDM.

Table 1. Query Ssrings.

Selection Steps Keywords

Primary
Keywords Sustainability Resilience Risk Metric

Snowballed List sustainable resilient threat, uncertainty index, measure, indicator

Final Decision for
Search String “sustainab*” “resilien*”

“risk” OR
“uncertainty” OR

“threat”

“metric” OR “measure”
OR “index” OR

“indicator”

In the next step the abstracts were examined. The aim of this part is to find patterns, themes, conflicts
and gaps. To do so, we made a list of questions (G3RQ) that were used in the abstract examination:

G3RQ

G3RQ1: Scope of the articles

What is the subject area of the article?
What problem is the article addressing?

G3RQ2: Methodology

What are the metrics for sustainability or resilience concepts and how are they defined?
What are the risks of ending up with an ineffective group decision?
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What are the key objectives and methods? Does the method need a prerequisite?

G3RQ3: Findings

What are the main findings, key insights and gaps of the study?
What are the limits, strengths and weaknesses of the research and the future challenges?

If the abstract did not give enough information to answer the above-mentioned questions or if the
last of the above questions was raised after reading the abstract, the full paper was examined after
the abstract. After reading the collected abstracts and full papers, we summarized the results of the
analysis, classified the papers regarding the philosophical background and extracted the methods
and important factors that impact on GDM. The results are reported in Section 4. Finally, all of the
references were imported into the Zotero database to organize the reference list.
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Table 2. Query Strings.

Focus Query String Result (Papers)

Risk

TITLE-ABS-KEY (“Group decision” AND “method”) AND (“risk” OR
“uncertainty” OR “threat”) AND (“resilien*”) AND (“sustainab*”) AND

(SRCTYPE (j)) AND (DOCTYPE (ar)) AND (EXCLUDE (SUBJAREA,
“MATH”) OR EXCLUDE (SUBJAREA, “ARTS”) OR EXCLUDE

(SUBJAREA, “PHYS”) OR EXCLUDE (SUBJAREA, “CHEM”)) AND
(LIMIT-TO (LANGUAGE, “English”))

39

Metrics

TITLE-ABS-KEY (“Group decision”) AND (“metric” OR “measure” OR
“index” OR “indicator”) AND (“resilien*”) AND (“sustainab*”) AND
(SRCTYPE (j)) AND (DOCTYPE (ar)) AND (EXCLUDE (SUBJAREA,

“MATH”) OR EXCLUDE (SUBJAREA, “ARTS”) OR EXCLUDE
(SUBJAREA, “PHYS”) OR EXCLUDE (SUBJAREA, “CHEM”)) AND

(LIMIT-TO (LANGUAGE, “English”))

33

2.3. Methodology—Case Study

The selected case is a company that suffered the impacts of ineffective decisions and failed.
The following data collection method was used in order to investigate the main factors of resilient
decision-making, which are already identified in the systematic review stage of the current study.
Firstly, general information about the company (Section 2.4) was collected through an interview with
open questions. Then, the study focused on the reasons of the failure and the factors that affected
group decisions in the company. Two online Skype interviews were conducted. The first online
Skype interview was administered to collect data about the key decisions, their causes and the results.
Open-end questions were asked to the executives, the members of the decision group, to identify the
most problematic issues and the perceived reasons of ineffective decisions. The second online Skype
interview was semi-structured and aimed to rank the ineffective decisions and then collect information
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about the causes and the effects of this ineffectiveness. The interviewees were asked to assign a level of
impact to the causes of failure on a 1–10 scale (10: Maximum impact); the arithmetic mean was then
used to rank such causes: Table 5 in the “Results” section shows in the last row the obtained rankings.
The results are illustrated in Section 4.2.

2.4. Case Company—Injection Molding Line In Tajikistan

Mohajer Plastic Paia is an injection moulding company in Tajikistan, which faced bankruptcy
mainly caused by poor decision-making. The company started production in 2007. The factory had
six plastic injection moulding machines with different capacities (PA 100/250, PA 200/620, PA 300/100
and PA 500/2800). The company were using Parsian plastic injection moulding machines, which is an
Iranian brand. The moulding production line had 14 different moulds to produce 11 sizes of plastic
containers for agricultural productions transportation and four different sizes of bucket of paint.

3. Literature Review Results

3.1. Resilient and sustainable decision-making

Resilience is a recent concept which is popular in ecology, social science, technology and
engineering. The bond between ecological concerns and planning was established in 1971 [1] and in
1975 Haber presented the difference between resiliency and stability and proposed a methodological
approach in which ecological resiliency information provides a decision-making support resource [2].
That was the trigger for considering a combination of concepts including logistic evolution, resilience,
stability, risks of disruption or crisis, socioeconomic risks, energy security, etc., in decision-making [3].
More specifically, Vertinsky introduced an ecological model of resilient decision-making in 1987. He
used the same term “resilience” that ecologists use as a property of a system for the persisting ability
of a system dealing with discontinuities in their environment [4]. A resilient decision can be defined
as follows: “Well succeeded decisions adopted to guarantee a system’s dynamic equilibrium, so as
to correct, minimize or even avoid the effects of an unforeseen event” [5]. In the beginning, the
implementation of the resilience concept in decision-making was more popular in water management,
aquaculture and ocean science [6–9]; however, later on, researchers started to investigate organizational
resilience [10,11] and sustainability.

The primary integrations of sustainability in decision-making were proposed in the early
1990s [12,13], where the concept was considered as an evaluation dimension. Sustainable
decision-making tries to assess the outcomes of a decision against the three pillars of sustainability
(environment, social and economic). The interest for sustainability-based decisions increased
substantially after 2006 and now there are more than 26 thousands documents which are related
to both the sustainability and decision-making subject areas. However, in a 2018 study, Dong et al.
highlighted that environmental impacts are still scarcely considered in decision-making [14]. On
such accounts, it can be remarked that both aspects (resilience and sustainability) play a key role in
strategic decision-making. Studying multiple economic, environmental and social indices increased
recently [15] and, in the most recent years, researchers have started to consider combinations of political,
socio-economic and environmental aspects in decision-making [16] in both the production and service
sectors [17]. Implementing this new concept of decision-making could be fruitful in parallel with the
sustainability agenda. In April 2019, the American Geophysical Union proposed the topic “Resilient
Decision-Making for a Riskier World” in a special issue regarding a case study of drought in Nicaragua
(AGU100) and different metrics introduced in the published case studies for resilience [18,19].

In the last two decades, the new concept, “resilient engineering“, became a pivot point in
sustainable development [20–22] and infrastructure planning [23,24] related decisions. It is a crucial
necessity to create and sustain a resilient infrastructure. For instance, in the pathway toward
sustainability and resiliency, Sinha and Graf presented an open source database which includes
basic information for water and wastewater pipeline infrastructure [25]. This database provides
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information on pipeline condition assessment, renewal, technologies and management practices and
cost information. It shows the different information that has already been used in infrastructure design
and management and the complexity of infrastructural systems. This fact stressed the importance of
resiliency of infrastructure and related decisions. There are other examples that investigate the risk,
resilience and sustainability of infrastructure lifecycle contexts [26,27]; and in other cases the researchers
took into account geotechnical information [28], resilient structural material [29], safety [30] and even
climate change for future infrastructural resilience [31]. These examples show the interdisciplinary and
complexity of these decisions and the investigations reveal the importance of implementing resilient
engineering and its prerequisites such as resilient decision-making. However, sustainable development
and infrastructure related decisions are usually made by a group of decision makers, thus requiring
further investigation on group decision-making processes.

Figure 2 shows that there are more than 4000 published articles associated with group decision, the
largest part of which was issued in the last two decades. This testifies to the recent strong interest in this
topic. More specifically, 84 articles regarded resilience and almost 700 articles considered sustainability.
Notwithstanding these numbers, investigations on resilience and sustainability in the context of group
decision are scarce. The next section provides a literature review on group decision-making and in
Section 3.3 attention is focused specifically on published research related to R&S GDM.

3.2. Group Decision-Making

The first studies on GDM were published in the late 1950s in psychology. Torrance addressed
the importance of harmony, congeniality and agreement in group work and the effect of willingness
of some members to disagree with other members of a group in decision-making [32]. Then Ziller
emphasized the characteristics of group decisions under uncertainty; for instance some members’
reactions to the alternatives could be in contrast to the condition in which the leader alone makes
the decision [33]. Group decision-making became a more popular topic in the 1960s [34]; researchers
studied group decision-making under conditions of realistic complexity [35], combining statistical tools
with GDM [36], GDM in the presence of risk [37] and the factors that impact the speed of GDM [38].
Then in the early 1970s different methods were implemented in GDM, such as a modified version of
the Delphi process [39], a Q-sorting psychometric method for classifying items [40] and Coleman’s
linear model [41].

The late 1980s and early 1990s were a transitional period in which the adoption of multi-criteria
decision-making methods was investigated [42–44]. From this point forward, many GDM studies were
mainly focused on Multi-Criteria Decision-Making (MCDM) methods. Some authors have suggested
extensions of existing methods like TOPSIS [45,46], FMEA [47] and DEMATEL [48]. More recently,
an increasing inclination to use fuzzy MCDM is evident [49–53]. The fuzzy approach takes into
account the inherent ambiguity of human judgment and perception [54,55]. For instance, Uztürk et al.
used multi-granular linguistic information because of the different degrees of knowledge between
stakeholders who are the members of a decision-making group [52].

GDM requires discussion, negotiation and deliberation between the members of the group.
Therefore, to reach an acceptable decision that reflects the sometimes conflicting opinions within
the group, all members should ideally declare their preferences [56]. In several actual situations,
some of the partners do not participate in the decision-making process directly. This could affect
decision-making because some information could be crucial but the active participants could be
unaware of it. Bourgeois defines Management Information System (MIS) as an information system
used to support decision-making and coordinate, control, analyze and visualize information in an
organization, especially in a company [57].

The potentials of information systems in aiding problem solving have already been studied
and introduced under the concept of Group Decision Support Systems (GDSS) [58]. More recent
studies have investigated the usage of MIS as an intelligent decision system that can support group
decision-making [59]. In general, research underlines the fact that information flow and storage is
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an important factor in decision-making. Nevertheless, it would be important to investigate more
profoundly the role played by information in GDM and verify if it is one of the main factors that
influence the resilience of group decisions.

3.3. Resilient and Sustainable Group Decision-Making (R&S GDM)

The selected 38 papers are here surveyed. The literature review presents the trend of publications,
the subject areas of the published paper in R&S GDM, the methods that take into consideration the
sustainability issues in GDM and the risks in the GDM process; finally, it identifies the main factors of
effective GDM. An organized pattern will be discussed, which gives a new interpretation of existing
GDM methods in light of sustainability and resilience.

3.3.1. General View on the Selected Articles

Putting the selected articles in chronological order discloses the sharp raise of the importance
of the issue and the need of investigating GDM from multidisciplinary perspectives. Figure 3 shows
the published articles by year. The first paper published in 2004 [60] shows that GDM plays a role in
improving the social pillar of sustainability. The subject area of this article is bio-cultural conservation
and proposes some approaches that are useful for improving the efficacy of consultative processes
within conservation programmes. Wilson focused on four main themes, “1) the purpose of the
consultative group; 2) the nature and types of group membership; 3) the decision-making procedures
within the group; and 4) the impact of location on group decisions” [59]. He maintained that as long
as consultation is approached in a philosophically honest way, producing ecological integrity and
social justice will be possible. This was a reason behind considering group decision-making as a means
of participation, in which the members of the group and the process of decision-making becomes
a method to improve social factors of sustainability. Figure 3 depicts a slight increase from 2004 to
2017; however, the steep rise of the number of publications started in 2017 and, after that year, the
quantity of publications doubled each year. This sharp increase shows the interest of researchers in
GDM considering resilience and sustainability in the last decade.
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In this study, we consider sustainability and resilience as two main categories and then classify the
articles regarding the risk management methods and metrics that are associated with the sustainability
pillars and resilience. Figure 3 shows the scope of the articles.

Table 3 shows that the majority of the published work is associated with environmental issues
(20 papers). The values in the last line of Table 3 show that the sustainability pillars and resilience
concept have been considered in supply chain, city planning and disaster management more than
in other topics. In city planning, researchers mostly focused on sustainability of transportation in
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cities and emergency management including seismic risk mitigation and resilience in coastal cities.
Moreover, Table 3 illustrates that in 48% of cases, the authors considered both the sustainability pillars
and resilience in GDM.

Table 3. Scope of the articles.

Subject Area Environment Social Economic Resilience Total

Bio-cultural conservation 1 1
Building material selection 1 1

City planning 3 1 1 2 3
Consensus level in a group 1 1 2

Cost line 2 1 1 1 2
Culture 1 1 1

Development studies 1 1
Disaster management 2 2 1 1 3

E-commerce 2 2
Energy sector 1 1 1

Facility location 2 1 2
Information, data, cyber security 1 2 2

Infrastructure 1 1
Land use management 1 1

Organizational resilience 1 1
Partner selection 1 1 1

Resilient strategies 1 2 2
Safety 1 1 1

Satisfaction maximization of group members 1 1
Self confidence 1 1 1

Settlement resilience 2 2 1 2 2
Supply chain 2 4 3 4

Water supply and waste management 1 1 2
Grand total 20 16 15 15 38

3.3.2. Methods and Metrics

In 2019, Chen claimed that environment, natural resources, health and comfort of inhabitants are
important criteria in the selection of building material [61]; he developed a novel hybrid multi-criteria
group decision-making model based on Quality Function Deployment (QFD) and ELECTRE III. The
business simulation game is another method, employed by Phadoongsitthi et al. in 2017 in GDM,
that discloses the effects of national culture on GDM [62]. In this study, the authors remarked the
existence of differences in the approach to cooperation among teams from Japan, China, Hong Kong
and Thailand.

In 2019, Setiyowati et al. aimed to develop a Group Decision Support System (GDSS) to identify
development priorities in six regions [63]. They combined two important factors that usually influence
the regional development priorities and used a combination of GDM concepts: MVHAC cluster
technique and the item-based cluster hybrid method. In the economic development sector, focused
on E-commerce, two processes were introduced in 2019. First, Satisfaction maximization of group
negotiation and deviation minimization of system coordination utilized by Yong et al. [64] and second
a “novel fuzzy group decision method, which not only integrates QFD and an improved version of
technique for Order Preference by Similarity to the Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) but also combines the
qualitative analysis and quantitative analysis,” introduced by Liu [65]. However, Chen et al. used
satisfaction maximization of group members in a different sector [66]. Looking for environmental
benefits and competitive advantages, they proposed a hybrid model for evaluating the sustainable
value requirement. The proposal is a combination of the fuzzy set, rough set, decision-making trial
and evaluation laboratory and analytical network process methods.

Wu (2016) used traditional ELECTRE-III under an intuitionistic fuzzy environment to an offshore
wind power station site selection in the energy sector [67]. Qin et al. proposed TODIM, which handles
information in the form of crisp numbers [68]. Two years after TODIM, Tadić et al. [69] conducted
the most recent study on the selection of the most appropriate locations by a two-objective genetic
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algorithm (GA) and they claimed this is the most suitable method for the same routing issues. GA
is a fruitful method to find the optimal solution; and Arsovski et al. [70] also used a combination of
the fuzzy group decision-making problem and GA. In this case, the authors calculated organizational
resilience potential factors (ORPFs) relative importance first and then they used GA to find the near
optimal enhancement of ORPFs’ values. Arsovski et al. studied enhancement of organizational
resilience towards 120 Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs). The importance of resilient strategy
selection is here crucial.

Besides Arsovski, three other articles used fuzzy multiple criteria decision-making for complex
decision systems in strategy selection:

1. Fuzzy analytical hierarchy process (FAHP) with the aim to select the appropriate resilient strategy
for seaport operations [71];

2. Triangular and trapezoidal linguistic data and fuzzy multiple criteria decision-making in strategic
supplier selection [72];

3. Combination of Intuitionistic Fuzzy Analytic Hierarchy Process (IF-AHP) and Ideal Solution
(IF-TOPSIS) in order to partner selection [73].

Another implication of TOPSIS is used for wastewater treatment plan selection by applying an
intuitionistic fuzzy set and then ranking various plans [74]. Another more complex method, employed
in the decision-making process to balance water supply–demand strategies used a novel three phase
approach [75]. The first phase is data collection; the second phase is problem structuring. They
used the SODA method for problem structuring which includes surveying alternatives (supply and
demand) and criteria; and then structured a model regarding the results of the survey. The third
phase is the decision-making process using PROMETHEE II, integer linear programming (LIP) and
sensitivity analysis.

The Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) is another popular method to support GDM. Mostofi
Camare and Lane implemented AHP in a comprehensive resilience study [76]. They considered all
pillars of sustainability including environmental, economic, social and cultural dimensions, aiming to
estimate vulnerability, resilience and adaptive capacity measures associated with adaptation strategies
in coastal communities.

Janssen is the only researcher that used an agent-based model in 2010 (ABM) in a population
aggregation study [77]. He focused on an ancient settlement to study the long-term vulnerability of
small-scale human societies. In this study, ABM was used to evaluate small-group decision-making
on movements.

3.3.3. Risk Management

The project management body of knowledge (PMBOK) defines “risk” as an uncertain event which
could have a positive or negative effect on the objectives [78]. The importance of risk management in
sustainability studies has been particularly highlighted in decisions associated with the transition to
sustainability, where the effects of accepting some risks in this transition have been investigated [79].
Martins and colleagues used MCDM in a group decision model in 2012 [80]. They presented a model
based on a geographic information system (GIS) to evaluate the social vulnerability to seismic risk. In
their investigation, they recommend the integration of social vulnerability indexes into seismic risk
mitigation policies. This integration of social indexes into risk mitigation policies was a novel approach.

Two papers investigated GDM in cost line area resilience. Levy in 2010 focused on cost line
resilience and used Drama Theory II (DT II) [81]. Levy upheld important characteristics of this method.
He used this method because “DT II emphasizes that decision-makers engage in a rational-emotional
process”. Chen et al. introduced the new concept of group decision support systems as an emergency
management support tool [82]. Licuanan et al. studied two issues in coastlines: Climate change and
human activities [83]. The main objective was to identify the consequences of these issues such as
marine flooding and erosion, besides identifying measures to minimize the impacts of these two issues
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on coastline areas. The tool introduced by this group in 2015 suggests engaging more stakeholders in
participatory planning and group decision-making as this provides opportunities for learning about
the issues. There are three articles on other subjects associated with disaster management [84–86].

The subjects are evacuation decision-making in wild fire, a risk-based emergency group decision
method for haze disaster and flood adaption. Nguyen et al. in 2019 studied individual and group
evacuation decision-making separately [84]. On the other hand, Loos and Rogers in 2016 showed that
utility functions can demonstrate the role of individual decision-maker values in decision outcomes [85];
however, they conclude that MCDM ensures that decision makers consider multiple benefit qualities
of natural capital projects.

Another example of decisions made by individuals in joint objectives is decision-making in joint
infrastructures. For example, development of joint irrigation as an infrastructure in agriculture industry
increasingly depends on individual investment decisions of farmers. The “make” decision is based on
their current knowledge and understanding. However, researchers claim that it is ultimately a group
decision [87].

Wilmer et al. in 2018 used a data oriented group decision in the land use management sector [88].
They analyzed meeting transcripts, interviews and focus group data related to stakeholder group
decision-making. However, in data oriented decision-making, data security is defined as a risk. To
manage the risk of mis/disinformation, which influences the final decision, Nielsen et al. in 2019
suggested providing a mapping of how information affects the decision-making context [89]. Another
problem in group decision-making is information security. Regarding the study by Bharathi in 2017,
data brokering, global exposure to personal data and lack of governance-based security design are the
top three risk factors in this case [90].

In the supply chain sector, two articles have completely different focuses on sustainable supply
chain management considering social and economic aspects. Both articles, published in 2019, show an
increase of research interest in this sector regarding resilience and sustainability. Samani et al. studied
a completely different supply chain network [91]. This paper is focused on the blood supply chain
network which is a crucial network associated with healthcare systems in society. This supply chain
network has a great social impact and also its economic effect on society is important. In the proposed
model the authors considered risk mitigation and used quantitative factors aiming to minimize the
loss of product freshness and total cost of the network.

On the other hand, in a well-known topic of supply chain management, Bai et al. considered
economic, environmental and social sustainability dimensions in supplier selection [92]. The authors
claim that social sustainability issues have received relatively minor investigations compared to
the economic and environmental sustainability dimensions. They proposed a social sustainability
decision framework in this article and provided a case study on the novel group decision-making
approach, a grey-based multi-criteria decision-support tool composed of the ‘best-worst method’
(BWM) and TODIM.

3.3.4. Main factors

It is worth remarking that, in the reviewed literature, different authors name the key factors taken
into consideration for evaluation or analysis purposes differently. The terms “index,” “measure,”
“metric,” “factor” or “indicator” are used and, in many cases, a clear distinction of meaning is not made
in the paper. This fact required using the different terms as keywords in the systematic literature review.

Wilson in 2004 studied bio-cultural conservation and concluded that it is crucial to carry out
a consultation in a philosophically honest and rigorous fashion [60]. This means that “honesty” is
an important factor in assessing the performance of decision-making. Honesty is a human moral
characteristic and a social factor that plays an important role in a decision’s success. Classical
decision-making models do not incorporate the role and influence of honesty; in fact, only three papers
were found in SCOPUS that study the effect of honesty in group decision-making: A significant gap in
the research on this topic remains [93,94].
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Marleau Donais in 2019 focused on the popular advocate “streets for everyone” in a workshop and
introduced novel support decision-making [95]; he also emphasized being transparent and improving
communication of the outcome. The body of knowledge on the impact of human psychological
behaviors in decision-making is not completely structured yet. The positive effects of “transparency”
in environmental impact assessment, with the establishment of explicit goals in decision-making
in committees, the effectiveness of dialogues and communications at all levels and the increasing
capabilities for communicative actions have been already discussed [96–98]. Thus, transparency can be
considered another meaningful factor of R&S GDM.

Liu et al. in 2019 considered “self-confidence” as a component of human psychological
behavior [99]. They applies this new index to the environmental pollution emergency management
decision-making. They implemented self-confident fuzzy preference relations to express the experts’
evaluations and, in a case study, they designed a self-confidence score function. The case study aimed
to identify the best solution for environmental pollution emergency management; but the authors
concluded that the proposed method is feasible and effective in general. In general, self-confidence is
an individual’s subjective evaluation of their own worth [100]. This positive or negative evaluation of
the self is interrelated with concepts of self-efficacy and an individual’s beliefs about their capacity to
influence the events [101]. This concept is also crucial between group decision members because it
affects the final decision of each member [102].

Two articles in 2019 studied the behavioural characteristics that exist in group decision-making.
Tang et al. [103] and Liu et al. [64] considered the consensus level of the group members as an important
index in GDM. The five-step process for decision-making that Tang et al. presented is as follows:

1. Obtaining ordinal preferences;
2. Classifying all decision-makers into several subgroups using the ordinal k-means

clustering algorithm;
3. Measuring consensus levels of subgroups and the global group using novel ordinal

consensus indexes;
4. Providing suggestions for decision-makers to revise preferences using feedback strategies;
5. Obtaining final decision results.

Altogether, having a shared opinion, among the members of a decision group, about the problems
at stake enables the group to reach their goals; consensus level can then be considered another key
factor of R&S GDM.

Tadic et al. in 2017 studied environmental protection and seaport safety considering competitive
advantage and long-term sustainability [104]. They proposed a modified fuzzy extended analytic
hierarchy process and finally concluded future improvement lay on benchmark and knowledge sharing.
Knowledge sharing could be defined as an index that measures the information flow between the
decision makers in a group and its influence on the decision-making performance. There are two
important aspect regarding this factor. The first aspect is the sensation of the group members; in a group
of decision makers, DMs’ sense of group identity and personal responsibility lead the members to
share their knowledge and experience [105]. The second aspect is the channel of knowledge exchange.
Modern information and telecommunication technology is available to support such exchanges across
time and distance barriers [106]. In short, the exchange of information among decision makers is a
vital component of the knowledge-management process in group decisions and knowledge sharing is
an important factor of R&S GDM.

Supply chain sustainability management is rather new but very popular among researchers and
there are still many gaps in the literature and methods. Osiro et al. in 2018 implemented a new metric to
fill the gap of considering the degree of difficulty of collecting data in supply chain studies [107]. They
proposed a combination of techniques—Hesitant Fuzzy Linguistic Term Sets (HFLTS) and QFD—with
the aim of providing a group decision model in supply chain sustainability management for selecting
metrics. In brief, the evaluation based on a range of linguistic expressions regarding data collection
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and its difficulties (information availability, human resource, time required and other resources) led to
a better representation of judgments. Therefore, degree of difficulty of data collection is another factor
of the R&S GDM.

In a different sector, Pishdar et al. studied the Internet of things and its challenges in supply chain
management in 2015 [108]. They used rough group decision-making and trial evaluation laboratory
(DEMATEL) and finally provided a group of suggestions for managers. This paper suggests security
policies and emphasizes the importance of security risk assessment. This result is significant and shows
that data security level could be an index in group decision-making. Data security means safeguarding
digital data from destructive forces, unwanted actions of unauthorized users and unauthorized
disclosure of confidential information [109]. In effect, data security considerations including data
storage location, access and modifications regarding the information that is used in the group decision
processes of a company influence the performance of final decisions.

In conclusion, a closer look at the identified factors shows that they are attributes of the group
decision-making activity, not criteria hat are used in the decision process. The seven key factors,
identified in the literature as the main attributes of R&S GDM, are honesty, proper self-confidence
level, transparency, communication and knowledge sharing, degree of difficulty of collecting data,
data security and consensus. In the next section the results of the case study are reported.

4. Case Study

4.1. Case Study Foundation

This case was selected as it well represents a situation where the main decisions should have
been made in a joint decision-making process involving all partners. A group was responsible for
administering and managing the company, but there was no management information system to share
the information between the decision makers. The decisions, which had the highest impacts on the
bankruptcy of the company, were taken in absence of one of the partners.

The main goal of the case study here is to investigate the potential reasons of the failure of the
group decision-making and the effect of the identified factors, discussed in the previous section, on
group decisions in a small company and the issues which caused the failure in this production company.
Often, senior managers are responsible for high impact decisions, which sometimes should be taken
even if one of the key decision makers is not available, as in the case study.

4.2. Ineffective Decisions

The analysis of the key decisions taken by the company suggests a classification of the ineffective
decisions into three main categories: Poor decisions in procurement, human resource management
(HRM) and contracts with third parties (Table 4). The reasons of ineffective decisions are ranked
according to the respondents and illustrated in Table 5.

Table 4. Ineffective decisions.

Categories Decisions

procurement 1. Purchase of inappropriate injection moulds
2. Purchase of low quality raw material

HRM 1. Poor HRM

contracts

1. Presell contracts
2. Rental contracts (rent the machines to the other companies)
3. Provide and sign poor contracts in terms of text of the contract,

content and concept (from professional and legal point of view)
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Table 5. Reasons of ineffective decisions and ranking.
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* The bandwagon effect is a psychological phenomenon in which people do something primarily because other
people are doing it. ** If something happens more frequently than normal during a given period, it will happen less
frequently in the future. *** The IKEA effect is a cognitive bias. **** DMs overestimate their ability to have predicted
an outcome that could not possibly have been predicted. # Regarding the respondents, these reasons had no effect
(or neglectable) on the Ineffectiveness of the GD in the case company.

5. Discussion

The technical details in procurement are very important because a wrong purchase could impose
dramatically negative outcomes. In small companies, quality control is more under the responsibility
of an individual than a department, and the role of the technical experts is crucial in decision-making
both before purchase, to ensure a complete list of requirements, and also after the purchase, to control
the quality of the purchased items. In the specific case, wrong procurement of the moulds not only
caused extra cost in terms of the price of the moulds, which was above the market price, but also some
indirect costs, in particular related to the replacement of wrong moulds and double logistic operations.

Supply chain management is another key point and could affect the efficiency of the company
during production and costs. In this company, just one of the partners (a member of the decision group)
was familiar with the reliable channels of the supply of the raw material. In fact, wrong purchases
were one of the principal mistakes, made in the absence of the other partners.

In small companies, human resources are possibly the most important factor for reaching efficiency
in production. Poor HR management is irrecoverable. Not only all physical activities in production
lines depend on human resources, but human resource management also affects production planning
because decision makers consider the available manpower and skills before making decisions about
increasing or decreasing the production in a specific period. Especially when technical skills are
important, the absence of an expert or poor task assignment to the workers could decrease efficiency.
In this company, one of the managers was not familiar with the skills and potential of the personnel.
Consequently, when other partners were not in the company for long periods, he made poor decisions
about task assignment to the available human resources.

Presell contracts need production planning. In small companies, production capacity is limited
and usually difficult to increase in the short-term. Since the main products of the company are plastic
containers for agricultural produce (fruits and vegetables), the demand is subject to seasonality. One of
the poor decisions was to presell contracts in high seasons and overload the production line to produce
more and compensate the production amount and contracts. However, over-production could damage
the machines and moulds. This could result in extra costs for the overhaul of moulds and maintenance
of machines. Because of this, presell contracts put the production under pressure and ended in
serious damage to the machinery and equipment of the production line. This overload resulted in
discontinuous production and, after a while, the company lost customers and long-term contracts.
Meanwhile, renting the injection-moulding machines or moulds to other production companies could
have the same impact with overloading the production line. To sum up, making wrong contracts and
overloading the production lines call forth unforeseen major overhaul, extra maintenance cost and
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loss of market share. Last but yet important, writing and signing a contract raise legal responsibility.
Therefore, they need special skills to provide a proper contract in terms of the text of the contract,
content and concept (both from a professional and legal point of view).

Table 5 shows that cognitive bias is the most important reason of decision failures. Moreover,
Bandwagon Effect has high rank, which means that also the rate of uptake personal beliefs and ideas
increases the more in individuals that they have already been adopted by other members of the group.
Some members made decisions primarily because other companies were doing it without considering
the differences between the companies. On the other hand, high rank of Gambler’s Fallacy and
Decision-Making Methods depict the members made decisions without considering future uncertainty.
As for the case study, beside Attentional Bias, a major cause of inadequate decisions was “over
self-confidence:” one of the decision group members based his decisions only on personal inference
from the past events; indeed, he did not communicate with the others to collect the information that
would have been useful to support the final decisions.

In small companies, each member of the decision-making group plays a crucial role. Serious
problems could ascend if one of the members take a day off or take break for a period for emergency
reasons, unless the other members of decision group have clear information about his/her role and
how they can fill the gap when he/she is not present. Especially in decision-making, all members of
the management group have significant experience, information or skills, and their absence in the
decision-making process could cause fundamental problems in production, planning and management.
In this situation, an integrated management information system seems necessary to avoid any
problematic decision in absence of one of the members. The main goal of using a management
information system in this case is to avoid mistakes and subsequently to increase the value and profits
of the business. Table 4 illustrates the reasons of the poor decisions which had been made by one of
the members of the decision group. Grey boxes show the reasons that are associated with each poor
decision in first column. Being too optimistic is a personal characteristics of the decision maker, which
affects only two of the poor decision categories. In summary, the most important reason is possibly the
information flow between decision makers, which influences all categories of poor decisions. This fact
emphasizes the necessity of an information system in this situation to avoid them.

6. Managerial Implication

Group decision-making presents some specific features that must be considered; in particular, the
decision cannot be attributable to any single individual but it is a result of the knowledge produced by
and opinions of all the participants. In order to acquire information, useful to support decision-making,
process it and, finally, take a decision, the participants may use MCDM methods to evaluate options
against a set of evaluation criteria. It is worth remarking that the identified seven factors, highlighted
in Section 3.3.4 (Honesty, Proper self-Confidence level, Transparency, Communication and Knowledge
sharing, Degree of difficulty of collecting data, Data security and Consensus), are reported in the
examined literature as indexes, metrics, measures or indicators of successful group decision-making,
not as criteria to be employed in MCDM methods. Therefore, they can be interpreted as attributes of
R&S GDM: a R&S GDM process is then a GDM process that embodies them. In summary, R&S GDM is
a specific type of GDM whereall the members of the decision group, by considering the seven factors,
aim to make GDM sustainable and resilient. a:.

All of the members of the decision group should contribute to the above mentioned seven factors
and, in this respect, the figure of a group leader plays a crucial role. It has been observed that
people management skills and team work are two key managerial competences [110]. As a result,
providing the appropriate milieu for the members of the decision group is an important role of leaders.
Specifically, those who emerge as being very good leaders often have important qualities in preparing
the prerequisites of team work and also group decision. In addition, the leader should possess a strong
understanding of the company’s products/services, processes, goals and the group decision members
to be able to put into practice the attributes of R&S GDM. This fact introduces a new role of the leader:
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To inspire, motivate, mentor and direct the decision group members to enable the seven factors of
R&S GDM.

Another measure enabling R&S GDM is empowerment. It has been already proven that
employee empowerment enhances employee performance [111,112]. Menon developed an integrative
psychological approach for employee improvement [113]; on the other hand, individual empowerment
increases team performance [112–115]. Current study highlights that decision-making group member
empowerment would be a necessity to reach resilience in group decisions. As a result, sustainable
and effective group decisions need a novel empowerment context, which is “Decision Makers
Empowerment,” aiming to increase the group decision effectiveness by improving the seven factors in
decision group members.

General consensus among all members of a decision group is often unachievable in practice;
however, various methods have been introduced in order to arrive at consensus in a group. The
traditional method is removing the outliers: The group members with very different opinions are
removed. This might possibly result in the loss of some precious ideas and in an impact on the sense of
belonging in the organization. The results of the present study specifically suggest that the traditional
method inversely affects the resilience of the group decision: Removing a member from a group in a
specific decision can cut the information flow, weaken the knowledge sharing factor and influence the
self-esteem of the member. A different method to reach consensus, without negatively affecting R&S
GDM, is eliminating the outlier opinions, instead of the member of the decision-making group, in three
steps: The consistency checking process, the consensus reaching process and the selection process [116].
Other authors suggest that considering the decision-making group as a social network could enhance
the consensus level [117]. Some consensus degree models have been introduced that could be fruitful
to monitor and measure the consensus level and reach the maximum consensus [118–120].

Finally, it must be noted that the factor “communication and knowledge sharing” includes two
concepts that are related with information flow between the group members. The information system
and information fluidity then play an important role in R&S GDM. In this respect, the measurement
of the MIS effectiveness and level of information fluidity could be indicators of the resilience and
sustainability of GDM in the organization and help a possible transition of actual GDM processes
towards R&S GDM.

The empirical analysis of the role played by the seven factors in actual decision-making processes
is an avenue of research that is required to confirm their benefits for producing more sustainable and
resilient decisions. This would also suggest improvements in the organizational management of the
operational and functional levels of the companies.

7. Future Scope of Study and Limitation

The present study was conducted in two stages. In the first stage, a systematic review was
implemented to identify the most effective factors of the R&S GDM. Evidently this is a significant gap
in this subject area; however, the related studies are increasing sharply and another systematic review
could be a future work to investigate “if new factors will be appended to the results of this list in future”.
The second stage was a case study. The main limit of this stage was the size of the company and
the location of the case company. This company was a small enterprise production company located
in a developing country. The general validity of the outcomes of the study is therefore debatable.
Confirmations of the results could only come from further case studies, particularly concerning larger
decision groups, bigger companies and other countries.

8. Conclusions

The systematic review of the scientific literature shows a lack in the resilience and/or sustainability
of GDM with only 38 published papers. On the other hand, the body of knowledge on resilient
decision-making is also still ambiguous. The main factors that have significant impact on sustainable
and resilient GDM are as follow:
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1. Honesty
2. Self-confidence
3. Transparency
4. Communication and knowledge sharing.
5. Degree of difficulty of collecting data
6. Data security
7. Consensus

The systematic process for the literature survey, introduced and implemented in this paper, could
be a systematic model for similar studies aiming to extract information from the literature and structure
it by defining the key aspects.

A closer look at Tables 4 and 5 and the results shows that over self-confidence in the members
of a group leads the decisions to failure. The case study (Table 5) points out that communication
problems and knowledge sharing were obvious in all three classes of problematic decisions (Table 3).
Weak information flow raised the lack of resilience in group decision-making; as a result, misaligned
decisions in the partnership situation in that company were the main reason for the failure. Regarding
this failure, weak information flow causes misaligned decisions. Information flow plays a crucial rule
on R&S GDM and the level of fluidity of information could be a performance index for a group decision.
However, information flow was not the only problem of the communication between the members, the
interviews unveiled that lack of transparency in the existing communications was another significant
problem in the decision-making process of this company. Lack of transparency is a problem, but in
some decisions, this issue can compound the problem of information flow too.

Last but yet important, in the case study we could not find any evidence of the R&S GDM factors
in the principal decision-making activity of the company: Ignoring the attributes of resilience and
sustainability in group decision-making could result in ineffective decisions and consequently in the
failure of the enterprise.
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